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reviews of research, theoretical speculations, reports
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COUNSELING AND READING: HISTORICALLY CONSIDERED

tEmotional problems Navelong been linked to reading difficulties;
A

As early as 1928, Blanchargl identiiied specific'tmotional Otpblems

correlated *th poor rDading." Both the readingond counsit liter-
..

ature has, s lite that time, abounded with studies and observations of .

this correlation. Emotional facfbrs.-- and: by imtension, the total

spe;&lity of%he reader -- have been shoW4 repeatedly to be related

'to reading performance. The extent and nature cif this' relationship,

e

.r.1*-Z`

4

however, has remained. unresolve4'fOr Several reasons. Fitsti resbarchers

have encountdied difficulties 4nAfining and 'assessing personality

variables. Second, researchers and theoréttcians have often disagreed

about the cduses manifestationq and-definitions of perionality disorders

and emotionaltproblems, due to basic differences among schools of

edpcational, and counseling psyciiology.' Third, iesearchers'have encoun-
`)

tered difficulty in establishing a direct relationship between reading

and em6tional facters without contamination by other influences. ,

ft

Despite these problems In deterMining the relationship, few -

researchers or theoreticians hive discounted-the correlation between

-

reading and emotional problems. This correlate= has led to attempts

at incorporating remedial reading with counseling and psychotherapy

techniques. The types of.techniques employed, their promior nence in the

total remediatien program, and the aatual asiessment of emotional

.

difficulties, have varied,greatly according to the counseling theories'

and techniques in vogue, the professionalltraining.of the practitioner,

and the amount 9f stress placed on the,affective aspects of leading

al
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. during various.hiitorical perias. The'correlation of emotions.with

.reading has also led to attempts at using reading to resolve emotional

problems, mainly.through bitAiotherapy.

, .

This paper, then,*traces the history and research investigations

related,to the correlation between emotional, and readi1Lg4difficu1t1es.

The paper first attempts to establish some historical background showing'

that the development of the personality (including emotional factqrs)4..

. las long been linked'to reading. Second,.three general psychother-

apeutic theories wtach have 'had great impact on the question of

emotional 'correlates to reading are outlined. Thfid, researehlilbout

thesd"correlates is examined chronologically, with,emphais plac,d on

I.

'\ the varying influences at different times of the psychological'theories.

This paper, then', attempts to show that the assessment of emotional

problems and remedial programs using cbunseling have been, for the moSt

part.products of particular higtorical periods. ,These historical

.periods, in turn; were'molded by the varying influences of particular

psychological theories -- .theories that influ'enced both education and

counseling.

I. PERSONALITY LINKED TO REALING: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Although asiessMent of particular emotional problems ana their

observed correlation .to reading difficulties is a relatively reeent

phenomenon, the notion that reading and the persolialxty are somehow`

4

'connected has a'Iong hfstory: Matthews (1966) cited the.use of reading.
1,

.
.

and writing ix. Greece to provide moral -- and emtional -- instruction.

Milne (1908) listed some of the "instruction in virtue" used in ancient :
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Greek 'schools. Such instrtiction included respqct for the gag's; ,

, .
.

\

,

lin4ustry, honesty. tamily loyalty, and cooperation -- alf,attributes
, 1 . .

a

that have been cited at one time ofanother as indicative of good

personality adjustment. The ancient Greeks felt that by r9ading and
,

writing about Such virtues, the virtue would be incorporated within

,the individual and thus develop the persohality; 'Aristotle. felt that

thAre was a healing power in art and literatuXe caused by the art

forp.stirring up the emotions within the person. He:felt.that the
'

presence of evil in literature and art evoked feelings of fear, pity,

.

joy, and.sadness and thus produced a.heaIing effect upon the individual.' .

.

.
Plato likewiSe felt that literature and art in general stirredlipp the

emotions; he felt, however, that thi.s effect served to destroy the

Ut

rational side of the individual. 1Zaccaria & Moses, 1968).

This idea that the written word has a grpat impaet olft.h9 etbtions

recurs throu.lhout th'e history of education. In the Middle Ages books,

partly'because they were.scarce, were felt to have special powers.

Certain letters and books (notably the Bible) were felt to have the

power within themselves to heal, to ct spells, or to cause personality

transformations. Individuals who could read were held in great respect.

Toynbeg points out that religious change mcans spiritual change, "and
4

spirit means personality." (1948, p.-245). Thus, the proliferation of

2
tracts and countertracts in the Reformation, the bannings and book

burnings and the stress by the,Reformists that people should read the

Bible for themselves can be seen as based on theoassumption that the

written wofd profoundly affects personality. Likewise, the use of

reading in Colonial times was primarily aimed at religious -- and thus

I.
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personality -- education. , Clearly, the long religious trend in education

4

and.reading steis frowthe belief that reading can and shoul4 change

the personality, of the,feader.

Beginning in the nineteenth centurx, education was influenced by

a number of forcei other than rOigioliis. These forces, including

democracy, capitalism, industrialisms humaLism, and science forced the

schoolS-to aeal more with,the total development of the individual.

Although the Schools did net stress emotional Aevelopment per se,'they

dicLstress--charioer--and-moral---develepment-and---attempt--to-
.

.in democratic values. Although books were used primatily to promote

,

' academic learning, clearly some personality formation and modification

were also.promotedm. (Zaccaria & Moses, 1968, pp. 2-3)

The nineteenth century also saw the emergence of the educational
-

. f

goal of individual development. Rousseau and Pestalozzi were' primarily
4141..

iesponsible for this view which stressed the'full deve'lment of an

individual's potential, including his emotional potential. Although .

this goal was not a major thrust of education in the nineteenth century,
I

4V..

it became qUite important in the-twentieth (Butts, 1955)..

The most-significant event in the nineteenth century'dealing with

personality and emotions was the fqrmulation of Freud's:psychoanalytic
k4

theories. Freud, by making the study of personality and emotions a

science complete with.termino?Jgy, ,cientific methods, and definite

4 characteristics, gave people the tools to observe and quantify specific

personality problems. This, then enabled the study of emotional problems

and reading difficulty to begin. Primarily this type of study proceeded

along case-history lines. LateT, with the emcrgence of personality,
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tests anti statistical methods applied io edlidation, studiOs.capable of

replication appeared. Russell (1970) cites the tovement, historically,

from general personality scores related to reading to specific person-

ality measures and more clearly defined emotional factors.

Freud's work also showed the possibility of curing, and preventingi.

personality maladjhstments. This created a strong impetus.to study

personality arid its correlates,, for if the personality were so.
S.

.important, and if it could be changed through therapy,sthen a new

JO

avenue of helping people with a multitude of problems was opened.

Freud's impact was first telt in American education in the'eafly
e

0

1900's. Clifford Beers' (1907) book, A Mind that Found fiseilf, descii4d

his time.spent in a lunatic asylumand his, efforts .to achieve a more

normal existence. trie introduced the term "mental hygiene," and, although

the terms "Mental hygiene" and "mental health" were associatedsolely

with mentaf illness for many years, Beers sentitized some American :

educators to the need for the furtherance of mental health in ihe

schools.
3

Although Beers' book excited some interest in mental health and ,

in psychoanalysis, and although a number of Americans had presented

some of Freud's ideas in the U.S., it was not until 1920, when Freud's

General Introduction to Psychoanalysis appeared in English, that
r--

psychoanalysis began to have a major effect-on American education,

\

II. PSYCHOTHERAPY THEORIES: (a. rsychOanalysis)

Freud's theories were applied.to reading in two differeat ways,

beginning in the 1920's. Litalt9. work was subjected to psychoanalytic

C.

Ati
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interpretation, and studies 1ink4g specific personality tfaits to

good and poor readers emerged.

PsychoanalytIc studies df.literary work did not directly'affect
- /

1

reading.and reauing instiuction. Such

(;

studies did,,howc;v4,- p ovide a
. .

. .

theoreticaCbasis for understandtng ho 41 reader reacts, isølonal ly,

,

to print. This theoretical basis provided impetus for viewing reading

as more than just a mechanical process; reading*beghn to be viewed More

441,

iiiiiii-01-r-a-s---1-iffe--a-ii-r-faFT-a-FiTifiniirb-5-5-Fognit Fie atia-arreFfive

growth. Additionally, this theoret4a1 basis led to the.begInning of

bibliotherapy using reading as a vehicle for treating emotional

. ..probaems.

These gisychoanalytic.studies of literature weie based on Freud'

contention thatothe unconscious re spondi to the unconscipus. Thus,

.1

literature (and all art is an expesiion of the unconscious; the reader

responds to the literat re largely through her own unconscious. pewis

-(1970), summarized the )ork dc;ne in this area, and concluded, "Studies
t

Neof individual readers!iiid groups have valiaated statements by Preud'and

othdrp concerning the power of the -Conscious in determining response

7the literature." (Russell, 1970, p. 45).

.Russell (1970) stx ed this theoretical basis linking.literature

k

and reading to emotions in a different'way. He contended that literature

and psychologywere both concerned with the same emotions, ideas and

imagery and that both attempt to deséribe human lives "in terms of

overt action and in relation to personality." (p. 6). lie ielt that

reading was a( function of tile total personality;'that it involved a

reader's personalitY interac*ing with an author's personality. This

ltj
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idea suggests that;emetions and p'ersonality would profoundly effect
p

the reading act.
.

.

1 r . ;\
,

. At the same tiMe that Freud's theories were bein plied to
_ _

literary work in attempts to explain the interaction o reader with

print, 'other researchers were applying Freud's ideas to tileir studies'

of poor readers. Phyllis Blanchard appears to be the.first researcher

--to make this application. In her earliest Articles (1928), Blanchard

. .

stresaed.:_the....significance--tif--conditionedemotionalrosponse-r--Aewing mere

of an influence from Watson than frc:m Freud. In 1928, she identified

such charaeteristics as daydreaming, seclusiveness, laCk of interest,

laziness, inattention, and sensitiveness as correlates to reading

disability cases. Sir also reported great s ecess using behavioral

ideas applied to the ;remedial teaching, situation. .In 1935, however,

she reporied on more severe reading disability cases. In this article?

(Blanchard, 1935), there was a much greater streA on psychoanalytic

ideas. She presented tour case studies of remedial readers with

inhib3ting emotional conflicts. The psychogenlc factors she identified

in these'cases E. affecting reading pbrformance 'were quite Freudian:.

one child's letter .eversals were "a substitute ,for sadistic fantasies

of torturing and kill)ng or a magic.spell to produce death;" (p. 367).

Another child, suff.-ing frominursing deprivation, expended all his

energy suppressing early memories and thus had no energy to learn te

read; other factors included unresolved Oedipus Complexes,, jealousy and

'

hostility toward siblings, and transferred feelings of guilt. Blanchard's
A

*study was indicative' of a number of studies, 'Ireviewed in a later section,

that relied on Freud's theories in identifying correlates and ireatments

A
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'of disabled readevs.

Av. a

b. Behaviorism

At the same time _that Preudlt theories were havirii an imifact on %

, .0
\

views of reading and eniotions, the behaviorisis were emerging as a ci

...

r

St

force in Aierican education Watson (1928) endorged PavloOs theories and.-

presented his own theory for child raring and chila deirelopment based

n-con4tioning. Thorndike (1932) took andrexpanded upon Watson't

theories, to develop.his theoriei of learding. Studies of, and remedi:

ation plans for, -motional problems and reading have been,strongly

t 'influenced by Watson, Thorndike jiand; more recently, Skinner,andura,
.

I r

and others. Specifically, the behaviorists' theme of associationd

\ between stimulus and resitonse has led'to multiple studies trying"to

.

determine causality (i.e. is reading difficulty the stimulus and em tional
/

VW

problems the response, or vice versa?i Additionally, the behrivioni ts

stress on objective Observation of overtliehavior has led, many researchers

to attempt to identify overt manifestatiphs of emotional problems and ,.

correlate them to ibading problems. Thirdly, the behaviorist view that °-

modifying behavior would modify personality, was adopted in a number of

early programs dealing with readitng-and emotional problems. Blanchard's

earliest study (1928) stressed the significance of,codditioned emotior

responses to reading failure. She advocatea the use of remedial ieading

methods coupledvith simple measures for modifyiIf the emotional
\\

6 . reactions and httitudes. .1n a later (1935) study, Lianchard indicated

that remedial reading instruction, coupled with types of behavior

-

modillication, should be used with all but,the)flost severely emotionally

.

41 1 rvar''-'7"
Ili 4\ ..

,
_.....- .& . . .:....



maladjltsted readers. The severely milictionallr majadjusted read.nss --

those wilo4e personality problems prevent.reading instruction -- should,

she suggests, be treated with psychoanalysis.

c. Gestalt ?sycholoraL

A group of German psychologists, working at the same time as
I.

Watson, performed a number of experiments to show that people also .

learn through the development of insight. They strsssed the importance

of-patterns (hence Gestalt.-- "configurations"), and they also developed

the idea of cognitive field theory, that is, the interaction of-factors

influencing a person's behavior at a given time. Like the Inhaviorists,

the cognitite-field theorists gaiped a foothold in American educational -

thought that has lasted to the present. These theorles influenced the

,

study of'reading and emotir in'several ways: they presented the

possibility that reading problems and emotional problems, df correlated,

were not necessarilx in a causal relationship; they presented the notion

that an individual coati be treated wholistically (a notion that was adopted

by humanist education and client-centered counseling); and, most impor-

tantly, they presented the possibility that change within the individual

was always possible. Freudian psychology, in stressing the prime

importance of very early experiences in shaping personalicy, had-not

provided much hope for affecting emotional change. Freud stressed long,

intensive psychotherapy -- clearly impossible for public education; the

behaviorists, on the other hand, stressed constant manipulation of the

environment to force behavior change which in turn, would cause emotional

change. By stressing.the study of underlying mental processes that cause.

L.)
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1,f.havic-. and by ,.7i4kingzthe idea th'at learning can be enccdraged

(rather than controt.led) through the gainlng of new insights, the

cognitive field theorist haa great crrfect_on classroom and ,clinic

progam.aiined at tile emotional and reading problems of students.

I.

d. LearREEL2Ei44111111NliriMML11.2E-22.222111

The tasks of cdunseling are paralleled in reading and in

Gducation (Russell, 1970, p. SO). Generally, the tasks of changing

an individual's behavior, personality, social adjustmnt, anc cognition

have'been adopted to differing degrees by 'oth education and counseling.

Because of'the similarity of intent, counseling and reading theories and

echniques have, to a large extent, sprung from the same roots. Smith .

Dechant (1977) proposed that/all learning (and, by extension, coun-

sel g) theories are based on the ideas set..in motion by either the

viorists or the Gestaltists. They divided learning theories,into

ttLimiorivAnches....mn. th.e_le.haviorist_ (S-R), ancLthe.. Rield Theories.

Figure 1 indicates this division. The S-R theories were characterized

by the situation or stimulus, the response to the stimulus, and the

A
connection or associption between the two. Experience was viewed as

a necessary condition for learning (and behavior change) and various

types of conditioning and manipulation of the,learner's environment were

used for education and for therapy. The Field Theorists, on the other

hand, were characterized by emphasis on cognitiVe processes, purposive

behavior, tontemporary experience, examination of the total organism

in learning or counseling situations, and the idea of learning as an

organizational process.
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S-R Theories

Contiguity
Theories

i--- , 1-7
Contigous Connectionism Personality
Association Theory

1

6.

1

Reinforcement
Theories

Pavlov
'Watson .

Guthrie

aar

r,

Combtnat ion

Theories

a

Habit Operant
Theory Conditioning'

Thorndike , Milder 0. }hill

Dollard Spence

Field Theories

Sicinner

1.

Two-iactor
Thiory

, I

Mowrer

Organismic
Psychology

Goldstein
Gelb

Wheel.er

Smuts

Gestalt
Psychology.

Wertheimer
Koffka
Koehler

field
Theory

Lewin

-, Figure 1 Theories of learning (Smiths& Dechant 1977, p. 51)

Purposive
Theory__

Tolman

Personalim

Rogers
Snygg__ _

Combs

u
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Natchez (1968) presented a similar division of learning and

counseling theory,.again with two branches -- onb influenced by

behaviorists and one by field.theorists. She proposed that theories

have-as their basis either a "drive-reduction" or a "self-affirming"

"Drive-vduction" indicated that human beings sought .

homeostasis, 'that pley are motivates by the ne&I to avoid the

-unpleasant or painful, and that learning is not fun and thus the

role of the educator or .counselor is to manipllate the envirentent.
.04 %

and.provide extrinsic compensation or deprivation in order to motivate

12.

-

the person from his natural flate of inertia. Clearly, the behaviorists-
,

- al1 in this camp. The "self-affirming" Ilypothqsis asserts that th-f,

basic motivation in life is the searchlor active fdlfillment, awareness

4

N. aild.competence. With this hpothesis, learning is fun, and the task

of education and counseling is to facilitate
.4°

the effdrts at self
1-

affirmation. MlanY_of ihe fiVld_thiPaZ..fall_inta_this-camp. A basic

difference betwgen the two hypotheses, and one that profoundly affected

research and instruction in reading and emoiional problems, is one of.'

the cause of reaaing failure. With the drive-reduction hypothesii,

failure-(to learn or td grow emotionally) is society's fault -- the

right _experiences, were not provided by the parents,Itlie school, the

environment; remediation, then, involves motivating the child through

reward and punishment so that,he is forced to learn in order to re-

establish homeostasis. With the self-affirming hypothesis, on the other

_hand, reading or emotional problems arecaused by the intrusion of

school or society,into the child's natural desire to reach out;

remediation, in this case, involves removing the intiusion and encouraging
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the resump.O.on of the natural process. The difference in opinion
A

about external.versus Aternal motivatidn,x1d external versus
e

internal need-satisfaction is clear; views of emotional and reading

13

problems are often g atly influenced by one or Ale other hypothesis.

The basic theories of isychdlogy formulated by the behaviimists,

and the Gestalt psychologists have led to a vast number of *learning

and counbseling theories. These theories have had impact on instruction

and research into emotional correlates of reading. The relationship

can be viewed as follows:

Psychological
Theories

Learning Priniiples

Counseling Principles

This influence of psychology on education and counseling provided
f

Research'into Correlates
Remediation plans

the theoretical bases, and the practical tools, for explaining

,... ..,A__emotionalcorrelates.to reading, -Eaelv-Jearaingtheorypresented-some------. .

, of its own terminology and explanations for the.interaction of emotions
. .

/ .
. .

. /

"

,

and reading. Studies of these correlations served sereral purposes:

they attempted to provide proof for a part,kular theory; theylattempted,,

to isolate emotional difficulties that,-'*if treated, would affect

reading.performance; they attempted to identify emotional problems

%

that were-a result of reading problems and thus could be cured through
4

remedial reading; and/or they atteppted to identify emotional cdrrelates

that could serve as identifiers or predictors of future reading problems.

1.

4- Although many studies relied heavily on a particular learning or

counseling construct, most studies relied on emotional and learning

characteristics outlined by more than one theory. The strength of the

Th
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influence of various theories -- from psychoanalytic therapies to

behavioral and Field "Theories -- changed as the,inhuence-ofethese

:heories changed in the Zeitgeist of American education. Thus, many
,

of the early studies of personality, emotions and readihg from the

1920's to.the 1940's reglected great influence from psychoanalysis-I

and frenn the behaviorists. By the 1960's, studies ranged grom

psyChpanalyti to client-ceritered (Hill, 1962;'Raygor, 1960; Cory,
0

- 1568; Gardner-and Ransom, 1968) and even Zen Buddhist Maxwell, 1966).

.HISTORICAL TRENDS IN EMOTIONAL CORRELATES TO READING

a. Researchlfrom the 1920's to 1950's
\

O1ancl4rd's work, cited earlier, first appeared,in 1928 and was
,.

the first attempt to correlate speeific emotional problems*ith
'4\

reading problems. Prior to 1928,-lists of correlates to read ng

7-----f-------**---difficu1ty-inade passing reference only to .generalized-eiotional

problems. Gray (1922), for examt)le, included'"lack of intetest"

and "anxiety" in hiss list of correlates. McCall (1922) bieluded

"absense of interesst" among his,six fundamentalS of ability deficits.

glanchara, py identifying werticular manifestations of this.generalized

construct Called ."lack of interést" began the study of specific

emotional correlates. She listed daydreailing, seclusiveness, laziness,

inattention, absent-mindedness, lack of interest, and sensitiveness

as these manifestations, (ilanchard, 1928)
4

Beginning in the 193Q's and crtinuing through the 1950's,

AmeriCan edudationAmt stress on so ial relations and personality

f

devblopment, among other things (Ru sell, 1070). This stress led to
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increasing numbers of "studies of emotional problems. Monroe's Children

Who Cannot. ead.(1932) wasANmajor work in this area. She studied

a number of "reading-00dt" cases and compared their I.Q., reading,

and other achievem,ent'Scbres'to a group of "Controls" (juvenile

research casesi. She relied on observed and repàrted emotional

,

ttributes and correlated these attributes with her groups. Her

conclusion was that "reading deficie.children-vere moe inclined to

:.
'be school problems. io have temper tantruits, to daydream, and to have

enuresis.' She listed emotional factors as being one lf the faetors :

causing ieading
ro

"Among the perenality and emotional factors twhich may

limit progress in reailing may be mentioned the following:

attentional instability; resistance to reading; fear,

timidity, embarrassment, withdrawal, etc. In some cases,

----the emotional. factorA..maY. .51 ue t.o.Aonstitutional insta-

bility or poor habit-training. In' other cases, the
,

emotional factors mar result "directly from the failure

to learn to read due to other reasons and this in turn,

aggravates the disability." (p. 110)

Monroe, a later report (Monroe A Backus, 1937) reflected even

I

more of an influence from psychoanalytic thought. She continued to

stress the role of early experience ("poor habit .:raining") on emotional .

and reading problems and included the following psychoanalytic cor-

relates to reading'disability: aggressive opposition, withdrawal

(through truancy or daydreaming), compensating' mechanisms, defeatism,

and liypertension.with an'xiety and nervous mannerisms: A similar

21i
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influence can be seen in Gates'. assessthent (Gates, 1936.) lie studied

100 random casts of reading disability and cf ,.1.11ded that 92 of them

exhibited emotiona14prob1ems, including dtz'ast. reactions (such as.

bragging.and defiance), retreat reactiens (such truancy and mind-

;

wandering), self-consciousness, submissiveeadlnstment, and nerVous

tension and habits. Shermap (1939) relied heavily on psychoanalysis to

assess personality traits of a number of poor readers. As Summarized

by Robinson, he-oncluded that such readers are characterized by these

reactions to reading problems: "indifference to failure with compensatoiy

interests in other areai; withdrawal of efforts; 'antagonism to academic

problems with defense reactions; refusal.to improme reading as a bid '

c".

for further attention.", (from Robinson, 1 49). Similarly,-Preston

(1939) found reading difficulties to be linked with either fearful,

I. t.

inhibited, "shut-in" feelings or with antagonism and rebellious and

--anti-social feelings; Most of the studies in the 1930ts-t-ended -`to-be

influenced by psythoanalysis (see; for example, itichin, 1935; Gadd,

1933).

Studies such as these led reading'researchers to attempt to

establish causality and correlation, and to stress the importance of

looking 4i.t emotional problems in the reading clinic. Witty and Kopel

(1939) concluded that "fully 50% of se6riously retarded readers are

1*.

characterized by fears and anxieties so seilous and far-reaching that

no program of re-education could'pos ibly succeed which did not aim to

re-establish self-confidence and to re ove anxieties." (p.. 251).

Strang (1940) felt that poor readers often exhibited a profound

., feeling of inadequacy when faced wiih a reading-task, had a great

I 11
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fear of reading, and overall had a general lack of satisfactions.in
\

life. She felt that such affective factors "m4st be considered in

remedial work on all levlls." (p. 315). Robert Challman (1939)

reported that three'-fourths of poor readers are not able to compensate

for reading failure and show,nervousness, aggression, defeatism,

9-10). Iiihis article,withdrawal, or become chronic worriers. (pp.

Challman also Suggested that reading failure and personality mal-

adjustment may have their own distinct:canses, or 'that a third.

variable might 'cauie both.

Studies in the 1940's continued to be strongly influenced by-

pskchoanalytic and behavioristic terminology and methods of assessment.

More studies did appear that Xamined both good and poor 'readers.

r 4
. Tuddenham (1943) found that low achievement and the highest achievement

were associated with maladjustment. .awww.....s N.+.u. -

Robinson (1946) published a thorough review of the research to

that time on. the causes of severe reading disability. Emotional and

personal anomalies were listed'among the mcijor causes. Her most

important conclusion, however, was that no single cause had been found

that could account, in gener04, for reading probleMs.. She supplemented

this review of the research with a carefully controlled experiment

carriled on under the guidance of a staff of experts -- including a .

psycUatrist, a social worker, a pediatrician, and a neurologist. This

study indicated that "pupils who are seriously retarded in reading also

exhibit numerous anomalies... those least retarded presented fewest.",

(p. 220). She reported that emotional difficulties, along'with social

apd visual,problens, "appeared most frequently as causes of poor

4,
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progresS or failure in learning to read." (p. 221). In a later review

of the lifarature (Robinselp, 199)1. she again concluded that,emotional

problems were correlated strongly with reading difficulty, and that the

mere readinewas retarded, thR stronger the emotional influences, She

also liszed symptoms reflecting a psychodynamic influx!ce -- aggressive

reactions, wi.thdrawal tendency, and general insecurity. She, found

significant the conclusions from research that "some pupils inc,roved

their emot;ópal adjustment as theyjpecame more adequate in rea4:ng --

while other pupils' progress was materially facilitated by psychothertipy."

(p.

This conclusion was in agreement with Blanchard's (1935)"earlier

conclusion that in some.cases-remedial reading instruction aided

emotional de61opment and Lometimes therapy aideereading. Blanchard's

alone could bring about reading improvement.

The prOminlnce of psychotherapy in the41940's can be seen in a

C.

number of studies carried out by psychiatrists and reading specialists

on reading deficit children. (Kunst, 1049; Missildine, 1946; Ellis,

1949; Wilking, 1941; Sherman, 1949; Wiksell, 1948). Sylvester arid

Kunst (1943) are representative of theae studies. They were psychia-

trists and concluded, after working with and analyzing thirteeTC

chilaren, that "disturbances in reading ;re disturbances of the

exploratory function and symptomatictreatment by pedagogical methods

are not enough." (p. 43). They viewed reading disability as a defense

mechaniim a defenise against anxiety which is generated either by

inadequate capacity for mastery, fear of loss of love, or a destructive

p.



threat by the child towards the persons on who1 he depends. This

defense mechanism is seen operating in a numbe of ways -- the

reader who hesitates and pauses while reading, for example, is

. .

attempting to dosb anxiety; the poor reader wro rusnes through is

escaping anxiety. Sylvester and Kunst even cite the most massive

defense reaction -- reating books as photgc objects. ,

19

Gann's (1945) study is also representative of this period. Gann

used personality and:the Rorschach tests to uncover characteristics of

d4ab1ed readers. He foundthese readers,less well adjusted and

less stable tilan other students. Thei'were also found,to be insecure

and,fearful. when confronted with emotionally challenging situations

and were socially less adaptable'. Gann reported th&t these readers

tsnded.to turn.to less favorable ictivities for compbnsation' for their

reading failure (such activities included fantasy and solitary activity).

'The 1940's also saw the beginning of other types of therapy .-

besides psychotherapy and forms of behavior modification -- for poor

readers with emotional problems. Ellis, founder of4 the iational-

emotilre psychotherapy approach, applied his ideas about therapy'

thyough reorganizing perceptiOns and thinking ta the reading probleM.

4 o

.He suggested a mental hygiene approach to poor reading. (Ellis, 1949).

McGann (1947) recommended the use of dramatic dialogues to simultaneously

treat reading and personality prOblems. Axline (1949) and Bills (1950) ,

recommended and used nonairctiye therapy for retarded readers. .

specifically uged play therapy and a type of client-centered interviewing

approach. This type of therapy is indicative of the rising status, at

the end of the fr40ts. ef some of the field theories (in fhis case,
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pellonalism). This trend can be seen atr a result of an identical

trend in counseling psychology; Carl Rogers published his firsf

theories on counseling in 1942 (Counseling and Psychotherapy); b)P

1951, when 1.,e lublished Clibnt-Centered Counseling, his.approaches

had become crystallized. ,Ineluded in this important book were theories

of-therapy and. personalW - clearly frowthe field theory point ok

view -- and applications in play the-apy, group=centered therapy and

student-centered teaching. Researdors kipfluenced by this trend

-

tended to assess the relationship betweea poor reading and emotional

prloblems quite differently.than the i6rchoana1ysts, Axline, for example,

stted that generall*?, the basic causes ofemotieaal difficulties that

stand between the child and reading achievement "are'fe-lings of tension

and conflict that are created when ihe individual's feeling of personal

Woithls attacked...
,

By the end of the 1940's, the study of pfxsonality and readkng

had advanced a great deal; debates concarning the causality, the

treatment,, the extenl and the particular elotional characteristics

involved were unresolved. Psychoanalysis and behaviorism cohtinued

-to be the major theoretical bases-for these studies and for remediation,,

but humr.istic and other field theories were rising in promidance.

RobfnsoL a 1949, concluded that research to thattoint indicated that

there were .four main emotional manifestations of reading problems:

aggression, withdrawal, loss df emotional effecivity,'and.personal

, tenseness. She also concluded that reseireh indicated tLat students

reacted to reading failure in..one of three ways: by refusing to

accept failure, by accepting fail.ure and 1(sing confideri:e, or by

2;.,)
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vliona lizing failure; Robinson contended,that research supported

the findings that students who accepted their reading failure and

lust confidence.were the most emotitiAally disturbed: Lastly,

Robinson concluded.that all the work in this area had made many

teachers aware of the relationship between emotions and reading, and

that this, awareness affected classroom tiodxmeni of ehe poor or

'disabled reader. Robiason 'warne4 however, that experimental

studies were still not numerous and the evidence of.this relation-
.

ship, and° what form it took, was still scanty. , While Robinson-was

cautious, Gates stated that research indicated that "personality

L ID.

maladjustment or emotional tensions appear in all cases of reading

difficulty or even in all cases of very 'Serious diSability or failure."

(Gates1941, p. 82). 6tes contended that in 'about.25%'of:th'ese -
t

cases, emotional maladjustments were the cause of reading problems.

CHANGES IN FOCUS BEGINNING IN THE 1950'S

Ai the end of the.1940's, and throughout the 1950's, a variety of

counseling approaches began' to find widespread acceptance. Many of

these approaches ,had been developin g. for many yeitLis, hut it was not

until the 1950's that they became important forces wfth

Psychoanalysis and behaviorism. Thorne.published nitive

.statement on his eclectic method of personality counseling in 1950;

the Minnesota approach, asrational counseling apmach aimed sPecificallY

J7, at educational and vocational counseling.was.first formulated, following

years of work, in 1950 by Williamson; Ellis, affer working With both

psychoanalysis and behavior modification, developed his rational-

- :p ::j. C.:sq.,

tl 41'
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emotive theories and first began publishing these ideas In 1954;

Rotter's Social Learning Approach, an approach with an emphasis

upon a rational, problem-solving approach to counseling, was first

.
presented in,.1954; Kelly first published his book about the Psychology

of Personal Qonstructs, an approach that deals with people in a ,

te

whoiistic way and that sees individuals as having a number of dif-
,

ferent viable ways-ofviewIng the world (hence, personal constructs),

in 1955; Rogers first expounded his client-centered approach in 1942,

and-provided a more total picture of it in 1951; Frankl's Logotherapy,

with his stress upop.man's search for meaningfulness, was first

published in English in 1955; Lewin published his Field 1...../ssurT in

Social Science in 1951; Snygg and Combs presented their viems,

reflecting a personalism similar to Rogers, in 1952; MaSlow published
A

his Motivation and P,ersonality, which included his hierarchy of

mcitives, in 1954. Thus, in the 1950's, utile psychotherapy and

behaViorism were still in the forefront, and were themselves going

througll a number of changes, a vast variety of other counseling

theories and techniques were emerging. This emergehce affected the'

direction of and conclusions of a number of studies vd remediatien

techniques dealing with emotional factors and reading,

A second important development in the 1950's and early 60's was

the eme'rgence of studies questioning the effectiveness of psycho-

therapy; Eysenck (1952; 1958; 1960) reviewed controlled research on

the effectiveness of psychotherapy and concluded that the evidence

indiCated that,psychoanalysis was not effective and, in fact, might

be detrimental. Based on his review, he concluded that 44 percent

2"
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of patients undergoing psychoanalysis and 64 percent of patients

dergoing some type of eclectic counsöling approach showed improve-

ment. At the same time, 72 percent of patients who had no treatment

(were put on waiiing lists, for example) improved. Eysenck contended

that this spontaneous remission could account for the claimed success'

of psychotherapy. Other researchers laterAisproved Eysenck's

findings 04e1tzoff and Kornreich, 1970; Luborsky, Singer and Luborsky,

1975; Smith and Glass, 1977). These researchers using larger

number's of controlled studie:. concluded that psychetherapeutiC

approaches (including insight-oriented therapies, behavioral therapies,

client-centered therapies', and o:lters) were more successful than,no-

trL ment. However, these researchms found no significant differences

among types of therapies in terms of effectiveneSs for wost personality

disorders. Eysenck thus

of psychoanalysis; later

seriously questioned the assumed efficacy
4

researchers, while vindicating counseling

and psychotherapy techniques in general, found no support for the

claims of psychoanalysts, or behaviorists, that their approaches were

the treatment of choice for all personality problems. The decrease

in the number of studies linking behavioral problems, as defined by IL

one school of psychotherapy, with rPading diffitulties decrease

that began in the 1950's -- can be seen partly as a result e the

lessened influence of schools of psychotherapy on the thinking of

researchers, due to studies such as Eysenck's.

RESEARCH Fhpm THE 1950'S

Despite theN!7!rgen e of other approaches to counseling and
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psychotherapy, and despite studies that questioned the'effectiveness.

of psychoanalysis,,some studies using psychoanalytic approaches to

exhmining emotional correlates to reaaing problems did continue

throughoUt the 1950's. Fewer were_to be found in the 190 and 1970's.
7

Graham (1951), for example, found similarities between unsucc;i41

readers, adult hysterics, and adolescent psychopaths. Unsuccessful

readers, he felt, based on psychcanalysis, had unconscious, repressed

resistance to a,hostile emotional environment. Ephron, in Emotional

Difficulties and Reading (1953), suggested that poor reading reflectea
3

a vague expressionlof fear; fear gsness, he felt, should be the goal of

psychotherapy. (pp. 21-25). Ephron preSented many examples of a

psychoanalytic view of emotional problems; for example, he suggested

that "stuttering reading" is psychogenic and represents a Child's

desperate appeal for affection (p. 42). Siegel (f954) concluded from

his studies that children with reading disabilities should not be

regarded as educational problem;, 'but as emotionally distrubed

children who require psychotherapy. He suggested that where one child
2

might become a poor reader, another might,become a stutterer, from

the same embtional problems. Pearson (1954) prfted a very complete

psychoanalytic view of reading problems. He Maintained that children

learn to read because the"child envies the power, self-sufficiency,

and apparent freedom from fear of the adult and desires to be like

him so as to not 'le tormented with his.ever-present feelings of fear,

inadequacy, and incapability" (p. 38). Children also read because
00

other children read (competitive env).9 or because of a relaiionship

with a teacher. When children don't learn, it is due to some type of

4
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intrapsychic conflict Wich causes the child to deflect attention

from the learning task to,his own internal comflicts. Pearson ,

.related this deflection Of attentiOn to a number. of 'external mani-
.

festations of conflictsuch as daydreaming (which Freud,felt was

particularly interfering with learning); ibition, fatigue; shame,

guilt, and anxiety. Havighurst (1959) felt that forms of deftivation

(including deprivation-of love) were causes of poor reading attitudes

Singer and Pittman (1956) studiedtpoor reideis arid-adult hysterics

and concluded that children with reading problems exhibited behavior'

much like the hysterics, including high degrees of insincerity,

exiiloitiveness, dishonesty, and hypocriSy. Woolf (1965) studied

poor readers and concluded that they exhibited less ego strength

than good readers. Eisenberg (1966) found that psychiatric disturbances

--,-ani-reading-disabilitles-weri-often mutually reinforcing and that

psychiatric treatment may be necessary before remedial reading

'instruction can be successful. Abrams (1968) assessed the role of

*
a psychotherapist in .reading programq in attempting to cleat with the

. -

psychological problems that inhibit learning. Orams (2970) felt that

disabled reading-may come from conflicts being internalized, often

unconsciously, or from using the reading disability as a weapon to

show resentment against parents or peers. Lipton (1975) discussed

the psycholinguistic perspective on emotional correlates with reading

problems and concluded that research wis needed on the relationship

oftpsycholinguistics and psychodynamic theories as they both relate to '

the interactions of teachers and.students. Bell, Lewis, and Anderson

(1972) studied fifty white and fifty black junior high students.
r
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They factor analyzed forty-three variables realted to reading

disabiltiy and concluded that, afiong other things, inadequaté readers
,

were either aggresive (excitable, impulsive, unrestrained, demanding),

negative (opposed to authority) or passive (obedient, calm, low psychic

energy). They felt the poor readers in. this study did not benefit

ippropriately from formal eduCation. The above mentioned studies

are representativt of the continuing influence from the SO's to the
A

70's of psychoanalysis. Generally, there were fewer $tudies with a

psychoanoalytic model as time ftogreised.
,

:Even fewer studies wlih a behavioral orientation were found during

these decades, .Hall (1959)-felt emotlonal difficulties-rendered:4 .

student incapable of being receptive to learning;csince-reading is an,-

important skill in acquiring knowledge, thiS resistance is especially

detrimental-to reading. Hall advocated modification to 'Overcome.this

resistance. Dorney (1963) s.aw value in reading insiruction-in mottifyin$

the attitudes of,students towards. authority figures. Shrodes (1961)

saw a direct modificatioh of behavior as one of the results of

bibliotherapy. Levi1(1965) incorporated reinforcement techniques,

-rethedial reading instruction, and counseling in her work with'a poor
C

. reader. Gardner and Ransom (1968) studied poor college readers and

concluded that they showed more avoidance behaviors than good readers.

They found, in their review of research, that tpere was not one

reference to any specific counseling technique found to be successful .

with remedial readers. They therefore develbped a technique ("academic

reorientation"). This approach was designed to confront and change the

avoidance techniques manifested by the subjects, and included aspects
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'of_behavioral modification (providing social reinforcement for

poiitive statements about school, showing students the aversive'

consequences of'using avoidance techniques,'building alternative

responses, etc.) Wark (1969) studied iix students of varying

, backgrounds and reported .on how behavior modification.affecpd study ,

and readihg habits. McConkie and Meyer (1974) replicated'- an earlier

itady examining the influences of reinforcement (payoff) conditions,

e.)

on the reading strategies of college students. Walen et. al. (1974)
s
allso compared varied reinforcem6nt procedures 6 reading flUenci.r.

Although few research studies linking behavior problems and reading

%difficulties from a behavioral Tpaspective were found in the literature,
.

it. ihould be noted that many principles of these learning theories

--Are-incorporated- inte-reading-programsin-facti-much-ef-the-remedial

reading materials are bl.sed on aspects of behavioristic learning,

theories. Reinforcement techniques, for example, are incorporated

,/

.
into much reading material -- most notably programmed materials.. The

Distar program, for example, uses a type nf.classical conditioning

af

model in which an object is paired ith a response. Techniques based

on social /earning and modeling parkfigms (Bandura, 1969;* 1971) are

being advocated to a greater extent now. USSR-.(Uninterrupted Sustained

Silent R9ading), for example, assumes the importance of children

deeing good reading behalhor modeled by adults and peers. Research in

early reading indicates'that the influence of parent'mddeling 'has a

significant impact on reading attitude and achievement and thus educators

have been stressing the importance of.parents reading with their

children, and'having children see them read. Additionally, modeling
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4..

.-research has helped-6 show Why some reading techniques tend to be

effective. For example, Gerst (1971) examines different types of

symbolic coding processes (based on Bandura's modeling paradip)1 in

otder -to determine which had the greatest effect on.retention of
+4

written material.. He found that the group who provided-"summary

3

labelt" for'the material had the best recall, followed by the groups.
,

that used viOid imagery (imaginal coding) and that Ove verbal

descriptions of the material. All three groups outperformed the .

control group on reproduction'of material, indicating the importance

of symbblic coding. A number of successful reading and slidy

.

techniques (e.g, SQ3R, PARS) utilize summary labels and verbal

descmiptions (encoding) as an integral part of the,technique. Modeling

research suggests..explanations_for the_effectiveness-of-such techniqueg.
A

In addition to piychoanalytic and behavioral studies of emotional

problems and 'reading, eclectic studies and psychometric studies were

conducted from the 1950's to the present. As this period felt the

influence of various counseling theories and techniques, so it also

saw a resultkit increase in the variety of studies linking emotional .
M C

l

-factors to reading, in the identification of emotional factors in'

the treatment of emotional and/or reading problems, and in the assessed

correlations: Geneially, researcherk moved away from any one particular

psychotherapeutic mode/Li, relied more on objective tests and less on

observatiot; and rnded to use-both good and poor readers in an

attempt to better specify emotional links to reading problems.

Spache (1954, 1955, 1957) is representative of this type of

research effort. Spache used the Rosenzweig Picture Frustration

S.
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Study, a projective test usihg cartoonlike figures showing conflicts

between children and adults, with good and poor readers. He reported

that retarded*re s showed more hostility and aggressiveness

towards oth s, legs ability to accept' blame, were more resistant to

adult suggestio and had les tolerance and greater defensiveness

than normal readers. Spache also identified five distinct subpatterns

.

in the responses given by oor readers (Space, 1976, p.,239).

The Rorschach was used ih several studies of,good and rf,or

readers (Ames,and Walker, 1964; Dudek and Lester, 1968; Knoblock',

1 1965; Stavrianos and Landsman, 1969). Results irom these studies
P

indicated that poor readers showed anxiety about dealing with,their

aggressive impulses and tended to become passive and depressed as a

result--(Dudek.and Lester1968), and gave fewer mature and emotionally

' balanced patterns of responbes than good readers (Stavrianos and

Landsman, 1969).

_
Several self-concept measures were used and consistently showed

a relationship between reading ability and self-conCept. These

studies are discussed-in the next section. Additional tests were
,

used on samples of good ahd'poor readers durihg this period. As

examples, the Edwards Persona! Preference Schedule was used by Joseph

and McDonald (1964), awl indicated that poor readers showed more.
4

5,.

-aggression and need-for order and less need to achieve; the California

, Test of Personality was used by Galloway, Jerrolds and Tisdale (1972)

and indicated that relationships existed between.reading ability and

the test sobscores in Community Relations, School Relations, and Family

Relations (with poorer readers scoring significantly lower).
.

3
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Such studies have tended to throw little additional light on

emotional correlates tO'reading problems; mainly because of the

diversity of results. Spache (1976), in reviewing studies of good

and poor readers, concludes that generally, it would appear that "poor

readers show many more symptoms of maladjustment such as aggressiveness

(especially in boys), anxiety, negativeness, and withdrawal... ".

240). Furthermore, Spache indicates that the variety of person-

ality problems found to be associated with peor readers may indicate
44

that reading problems are sitply one more symptom of a general failure
4

to deal with the demands of school and life. It is interesting to

note that almost three decades e. rlier Robinsoli (1949), in her review

of the literature, reached almost identical conclusions. She indicated

that aggressive-reactioni; with-drawar tendencies, and general. Tn-

security, were associated with reading problems. Furthermore, she

- found that the more seriously retarded readers tended to exhibit
6

_more personality maladjustments -- indicating that'reading problenis

may be one manifestation of general maladjustment. The similarities

between Spache's and 'Robinson's 'conclusions suggest that Ireiearch has

shed little new light on emotional correlates to reading difficulties.

..The results orstudies of emotional correlates to readjng problems
k

mentioned tus far h4e been diverse; many-of the results are.contra-

aetory, 'while others are difficult to.interpret. Additionallys

although relationships have been found in,these studies, few attemks

have been to show the implications of these reldtionships fof'classroom

and clinic. This is at least partly because many of the emotional

correlates (such as "poor ego strength") found are abstract and dif-



ficult to measure and change. Such 'problems are one reason why less

.research in this'area has.been condUited in the last decade.

A setond reason for deelining tesearch in this correlate is a

fundamental change in the way reading disabilities are viewed.

Chall (1978) states that in the early 1950's, emotional'correlates

31

to reading.disabilities were felt to be so important that many teachers

were afraid to teach reading to children' witli vinotional, problems
4

b apse they felt they.might further confound the emotional problems.
St

By the late 1960's, however, a shift hadroccurred from a collaboration

of teachers with school psychologists (in treating emotional and

ducative factors) to a co1laboration of teachers. with special

ed cation personbel and..neurologists (in treating neurological and

t

phy iologidal problems). By the,late 1960's,'in other words, concern

had moved away from personality correlates with readihg problems

to the concept of oronicity (Stauffer,.Abrams and Pikulski, 1978).

Minimal brain damage, dyslexia, learning disabilities, etc. emerged

;

as.the area of concern and research in 'causes of reading problems.

This shift came as a result of the work of a government task force

headed by Clements in 1966. This task:force was chargid with reviewing

research and formu ating a clearet understanding of the issues and

constructs used in learning disabilities. Clements et. al. joined

thirty-eight different terms (including learning disabilities,

hYperactivity, and organic drivenness) into one construct minimal

brain dysfunction. They then identified 99 symptoms associated with

m.b.d. This task force report, and later books-and articles on m.b.d.

(e.g. M.P.B., Wender, 1971) served to direct'attention away from

3 u
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emotional, correlates,-aha timardS "organic" correlates ana'neurological

;..

impairments.

For thesetreasons, less emphasis has been placed on emotional

A
correlates to reading problems in the last decade. It is clear from

reviews of the research, however, that some cciirelations do exist,

and that emotionallprobleMs cannot be aigcounted as possible'causes

or co'rrelates to ieading problems. What hag been needed is a'clear

directioh for research in this area. This direction' might come from

a counseling theory that addresses cognitive and linguistic links to

personality, 9r from a more wholistic construct (such as self-concept).

Both Athey and Spacheq1976) indicate that this construct holds much

promise for understanding and-helping poor readers. Self-concept is
' 4

a construct common to most wholistic, field-theories. /n general,

self-concept is a set of perceppions that the individual has of him-

.

self lua various roles and situations. Super, Starishevsky Matlin

Jordain (1963) define 'self-concept as "self percepts'which have an

acquired meaning and which have been related,to otheT self percepts...

the individual's picture of himself, the perceived self with accrued

meanings." (p. 18). A number of self-concept tests and scales were

developed and have been uSed in establishing correlations between

self-concept and reading achievement. Such tests include: Thomas

.Self-Concept Valups Test, the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale and various
4

self-report instruments. ,Studies have consistently shown a relation-

ship between reading achievement and self-concept. Athey states,

"...More specifically, feelings of adequacy and personal

confidence and,self-reliance seem to emerge as important

P 1

Va.

.

-;

worth, self-

factors in the
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.the relationship with reading achievement. Conversely, under-

33

7 achieving readers tend to be characterized by'immaturity, impuliivity,

-and negative feelings towards themselves and their world (Blackham,

1955; Bodwin, 1957; Schwyhart,

Perhaps because they were

4

1967; Toiler, 1967)"

so fruitful, studies

(p.. 357).

relating self-

'concept to reading abounded from the 1950's on. Among thestudies

ited;by Athey are the following: 1. Brandt (1958) conducted a study .

to show that self-concept is an organized and orgrizing dynamic

within the personality structure and as such affects all behavior

(including reading). 2. Hill (1972) eriticized attempts to relate

speafic personality traits to reading disabilit; he felt the

iiii-G-conce0t/constrUct was 3. iookóóiPitteiIóñ

and Sheller (1962) found that self-concept functioned independently

of intelligence in predicting school achievement, and that changes in

self-concept affected both teacher and parent expectations, and actual

perfórmance. 4. Keshian (1962} studied 72 successful readeriin an

attempt to establish any Single factor to account for reading success. ,

He found that.an integrated personality with good self-concept was one

factor that seemed to result fn reading success. S. Bricklin (1963)

found 00 relationship to be stronger if one measured the self-concept

as a reader to reading ability. 6. Similarly, )ennerll found reading

achievement to be significantly correlated to self-concept as a reader

or learner, but not to a generalized self-concept. 7. Brunken and

Shen 119061 fowl effective college readers_percieved themselves as

having a high degree of personality characteristics considered

important for adjustm,nt and achievement in college and in work.

2

A
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8. Studies also 'showed correlations between the expectations of

others (especially parents and teachers) with both self.:concept and

reading abiltiy (Sebeson, 1970; Lumpkin, 1955):

Studies contihul to look at the relationship of self-concept

to reading adhievemenl. Fitzpatrick (1977, j for womple, found tha-
t

values-clarification emercises improved student' self concepts and

reading ability. Cuchels (1915) found that low-income black cHildren's

success with reading was significantly correlated with, among father,

factcirs, their self-Concept. Schluck (1917) placed 157 seniors into

three randomly assigned groups.. These groups were then identified as

. high, average and low ability. .Schluck found that such abikity grouping

'significantly affected th-e-iiiidenfii-ifiiiiides towafai-themselves,

towards their reading ability, and ieven towards their reading abilitiP

when they had been.in first grade (with the supposedly low ability

group scoring lower on all three attitudes).
.

0 ,

:Me relationship between self-concept and reading ability has

been.will established. This cbUstruct.helps to clarify some of the
_

research findings-mentioned earlier in this paper. Mhny of the cor-
.

1

relations mentioned -- such as anxiety, withdrawal, loneliness, poor

peer relations and social paiticipation, and dependency -- could-be

theresult of poor self-concOt. This construct, then, holils sore

promise for understanding the total iblatiOnship between emotional

problems and reading-problems. Additionally, some efforts to enhair:e

-self-conceptand_Jhvs build reading ability, have been suc(4ssful

(Hedges, 1971; P.W. Smith, 1969) Practical ideas for enhar:Ing self

concept and reading have been appearing in professional jcurnals

31)

4.
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(Tieat, 1977; Williamson, 1973):

A second construct that received mujh atteption in studies

of emotions and reading was competence. Robert White. (1959).presented

the theory of competence -- that a basic drive in man was for ordering

and mastering the environment) Erikson, Jahoda, and other field

theorists see this dr.ve a§ essenpal to mental health. Athey (197)

elabo ates on Erikson's writing and contends that this competence

constru t kits elaborated form, implies.a number, of things About

.

*

good and oor readers...Using this construct of competence,,and

based on Erikson's stages which woUld precede and influende schOolingv

pod readers would be expeited to show strong feelings of-self\

-esteem and selfr-worth, have more basic trust, autonomy and initiative,

valle and enjoy.school work, identihr with teadhers, and'be free from -

anxiety. Poor readers would show the apposite, or a lack of these

qualities. A number, of studies from the 1950's to 70's have established h

the relationship of many of these social-emotional factors with reading

adhievement. A few representative studies cited by Athey using this
f '

construct fo I low:

1. Henderson and Long (1971) studied 95 Slack children' in first

grade. Using teacher ratings and the Children'i §elf-Sociat Constructs

Test, they examined reading achievement and per;onality variables and

concluded that the bette; readers were more =Pilo and showed realistic

independence.

2. Jrabarlet (1458) studied retarded readers in fifth gram! and :

fouLd them to be inferior in social participatans interpersonal skilfs,

satisfactory work and 'recreation and adequate outlook dnd goals.

4

4



3. Stott (1973) concluded that the overriding causes of reading

failure were the use of incorrect strategies, including the decision

to not use cognitive and perceptual-powers. (See Athey, pp. 361-68

for'an.ektensive review of this research.)

Mhny of the research findings cited:earlier could easily be

interpreted in light of the'competency theorr. For exaMple, much of

the psychoana1ytica1ly-orient6d research found resistance to reading

and withdrawal as correlate; the researchers interpreted these

correlates as representative of defense mechanisms. However, such

resistance may result,as competence theory would suggest, from

children not valuing schoolwork, or having lower initiative. Likewise,

correlates mentioned earlier in this paper such as daydreaming (Gates,

1936), defeatism (rulchin, 1935),,unfounded fear (Ephron, 1953) and.

poor ego strength (Barbpr, 1952'; Monroe, 1932; others) may be interpreted

as probless in having an accurate perception of reality. Almost all

of the emotional correlates to reading. disability that have been

mentioned in this review 'can be interpreted and understood in light of

Erikson's stages of competence. Competence theory thus provides a

mest useful construct in which to examine emotirinal correlates; more

importantly, the stages of competence identified by Erikson may prove-

40.

to be useful predictor's of future reading problems, and may present

insights into ways to help poor readers.

A-third con-sr-uct that has been the focus of research is locus of

control. locus of control is based on Rotter's (1966) social learning

theory. Rotter indicates that expectancy is an important component.of

social learning; if an individual ....5.2ectlei that he can affect the outcom
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of a situation, his behavior will be strengthened. Individuals with

internal locus of control have stronger feelings that they can contr61

the outcomes of situations and tasks. Athey (1976) cites a number of

research studies indicating that good readers have internal locus of

control -- at least in terms of reading. Thus, good readers tend to

view reading both as a meaningful, consistent system, and as a tool

to help with other problems. Poor readers tend to view reading as one

more thing imposed on them by more powerful authority figures. Coleman

1

(1966) found that internal locus of control was an important variat.,.e

in low-income good readers. Culver and Morgan (1977) did \not find a

relationship between locus of control as measured by Rottes I-E

scale and reading achievement of college freshmen, but they did find

significant relationships using Levenson's I,P, and C scales to' measure

locus of âontrol. McWilliams (1975) found that remedial reading instru-

tion caused an increase in internal locus of control (the increase

was more notable in males). Drutmond, (1975), on the other hand,

found that in his sample of college students, those with external

locus of cont;o1 tended to achieve more in an individualized reading

course. Such a result may suggest, that individualization, with a

stricter, more demanding external control, may work better with

students with extunal locus of control. More research in this area

would be useful..,/^-,J

The construct of locus of control also holds promise for reading

theory and practice. Entswisle (1971) suggests that this construct may

explain why class differences in reading achievement occur, since

middle-class parents tend to teach their children to expect meaning and
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order. Additionally, middle class parents are more likely to read to

their-children, and to model reading behavior, and thus children
t*

develop the belief that reading is meanipgful, and can be mastered and ,

'-Controlled and used. The usefulness of locus of control for the

classroom has been suggested in the professional literature (Morgan

.and.Culver, 1978).

A.very different approach to understanding emotional correlates

with reading disabilities is presented by Stauffer, Abrams and Pikulski

(1978) in their chapter on "An Ego Approach to the Study of Reading

Disability4! (pp. 196-207). Based on the work of Hartmann, Kris, and

Loewenstein (1948), Stauffer et. al. view "the basic functions "of the

developink personality as the functions of the developing ego."

(p. 198). The ego -- aspsychoanalytic construct -- is viewed as

the nechanism that allows individuals to deal with psychological

(internal) and physiological (external) functions in a unified manner.

Especially important in ego development and function is the maihtainet*e

of "relative autonomy", that ii, the maintainence of a balance between

the demands of the world and the internal strivings and desires (or, in

Freudian teims, the demands of the world and the superego and the

demands of the Primary drives and the id). Stauffer et. al. suggest

that anything that interferes with the development of the ego also

interferes with the person's adaptation to the world, including the

person's capacity for learning. Thus, neurological impairments,

perceptual problems, improper impulse control2(manifested in impulsivity,

hyperactivity, etc.), and the development of inappropriate° defense

mechanisms can all be understood and accounted for in an ego theory.

4
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The interrelationships between cognitive (including leading) functioning

and correlates such as etotional problems, neurological problems, etc.

can be interpreted as theil results of some impairment to ther
development

of functioning

"may really be

of the egol._ ,Neurologidal impairment, for example,
,

1 .

./

/

the result) of h unique interaction of/66th organic:4nd '

ffer et. al., 207).
/

lcate that the ego apprOach to studying.,

functional factors" (Sta

Stauffer et, al in

reading disability allows researchers and te4hers to view the various
A

correlates to_poor readiiig in a unified way. The ego approach eiggests,

furthermore, that

problems in,terms

/

it.i possible and desirable to approach reading

'of/the "current ego functioning of the child) no

matter what the o5Iginal etiology May have been." (p. 201-).

There is mu6h research to support the use of this ego approach in

examining emotional correlates to poor reading. Reiearch cited'

earlier stemming from a psychoanalytic orientation tends to support the

idea that problems in ego development or functioning are at the root of ,

both emotional correlates and readingproblems. However, it shouldbe

reiterated that several problems exist in 'using this type of éonstruct

in examining personality problems and reading. First, concepts (such

as ego, or reFtion formation) tend to be difficult or impossible to

measure; furthermore, the exact meanings and parameters of these

terms are open to interpretation. Because assessment of ego functions

(such as defense mechanisms) is difficult tp accomplish using objective

measures, research examining these functions is difficult and often
tz_

questionable. Lastly, psychoanalytic theories generally maintain

that the basic parameters of the personality (including the ego) are

4.4
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established before the child is of school age. This belief can easily

leAd teachers to assume that they can do nothing to assist a child

with emotional problems correlated with reading problels. Clearly

other theoifes afid,constructs == iia-asiself-conmot -- are more

fruitful in their potential appjication to classroom situations.

The most recent theoretical and research efforts, then, have

been aimed at identifying theories or constructs that could account

for the interrelationships between emotional problems and reading

,problems, that could give some focus to research efforts in this area,
.

and that hol4 promise for application in schools and clinics. Such

efforts have indicated that constructs such as self-coricept and locus

of control are indeed related*to reading ability and personality

factors. Theories such as competence,and ego theories have also been

forwarded as providing useful frameworks for understanding this

relationship. The review of the literature., however, indicateS that

little 'has been done to apply these constructs and theories to
A

1; 4

working with poor or disabled readers. With so much attention being

directed at poor readers, and with so much eVidence indicating emexionil

correlapas and/or ises, it seems thdt -applied research is definitely

needed to test the usefulness of these constructs and theories in working

wit4 ;itu4ents with.reading problems. Most of_the efforts aimed at

applying fhis research have tended to be-based on inferences and'expert

opinions, rather that on the use of controlled studies.

CONCLUSION

There has been a long history of research.into emotional correlates
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to readingability. This research has been approached in a number' of,

ways -- from observation, caserstudy analysis, afid individual
4-

psychotherapy to comparison of groups of good and poor readers, use
c.

of psychometric techniques, and factor analytic studies. Additionally,

'research has varied according to the theories of personality and
41.

psychotherapy adhered-to by tht particular researcher. Although

.j
4 research techniques and theoretical orientations have differed, most

.

;research has indicated some correlation between reading #ifficulties

or disabilitiei and emotional maladjustments. Some researchers have

,felt that there is a causal relationship (e.g. Robinson, 1946, felt

that emotional problems caused reading problems in 32 percent of the

cases of reading disabilities; Gates (1941) concluded titat emotional

.prob1cms were the cause of reading probrems in about .20.percent of all

cases). Most researchers, however, hemp concluded that emotional

and reading problems were either mutually reinforcing or were both

the manifestations of a different problem; causality, because it is so

difficult to eitablish, has been suggested but not proven.

The more important conclusion of this paper, however, ts that

research into emotional.factors and.reading has encountered many

C.

problems because of difficulties in defining and assessing 'personality

variables, because of differenCes of opinion and definition among-

schools of counseling and educational psychology, and because of

difficultiei in isolating emotional factors to compare, in uncontaminated

forin, with reading. Researchers have been greatly affected by the

Zeitg6ist in determining emotional correlates; the Zeitgeist, in turn

ha4 been partially shaped by the particular psychological theories in
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N.

vogue. Thus, psychoanalysis was the primary.tool for looking

at emotional difficulties in the 1930's and.1940's; its influence

continued to the present, but vt a lesser extent partly because of
_

PO.
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research questidning its effectiveness and phrtifbecause otthe

emergence of oiher theories of personality and psyehotherapy. Some-.

reseirch from a behavioral or.learning theory framework has occurred

n each decade since the 1920's; behavioral influences, however; have

been more. strongly felt in terms of applications to reading programs

and materials. Field theorieS, as well as hilinanistic and phenome-
. . c

nonological theories, haVe provided more itpetus for research since'the

1950's. Research,ifi the late 1960's and.tne 1970's had decreased, .

mainly because more attention has been paid to organic causes and

correlates of reading difficulties than.tó emotional cortelates.

Recent research has been aimed at establishing and defining wholistic

con'struets and thPories that can account for the relationships of

emotional factors and reading ability, and that can provide directions

for additional research and application. Additionil, research using

these constructs and theories that hold piomise for bridging the gap

between Teading theoty and personality theory is needed; of equal

importance is the need for applied research that cqn suggest sucdessful

- counseling approaches and techniquea for use with poovor digibled

readers.

4.

. A
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